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Dark schemes. The ultimate betrayal. They can't afford to lose.Led by the dauntless Trattora, the

four surviving members of The Expulsion Project chart a treacherous course to their birth planet on

a stolen stealth fighter. But they are forced to divert their hazardous mission when their ship comes

under a brutal attack by Galactic pirates. The Four find themselves caught up in a desperate

struggle for survival on Razaran. Blood must be sacrificed to make their escape, but whose blood

will it be? Time is running out for their birth parents trapped on Mhakerta where the psychotic

Artificial Intelligence, Preeminence, grows more powerful with every passing day.Can The Four

topple the robot military and navigate the treachery of those who would betray them before

Preeminence destroys them?Girl of Stone is the second novel in The Expulsion Project, a sci-fi,

dystopian thriller trilogy with a whisper of romance, a heavy dose of adventure, and action galore. If

you are a Firefly or Dark Matter fan, or still in Hunger Games or Cinder withdrawal, this is the book

mashup for you!Grab your copy now for a captive read that wonâ€™t let you go!
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Oh, what a splendid read! I do so adore NormaÃ¢Â€Â™s books. They never disappoint!I would like

to thank the author for granting me an ARC copy of this book in exchange for an honest

review.Trattora and her friends, otherwise known as The Four, are back in action and ready to kick

some butt! I love the beginning of each Expulsion Project book. I enjoy reading the backstory of their

parents and how Preeminence is taking control.In the Girl of Stone we start off where book one, the

Girl of Fire left off. The Four are in a Ã¢Â€ÂœborrowedÃ¢Â€Â• space ship on their way to Mhakerta,

their birth planet, to save their parents and take down the crazy Artificial Intelligence system

Preeminence which has taken over and enslaved the planet. Along their way to the planet they find

all sorts of trouble between attacking space pirates, body poachers and terrifying predators.We

have the sweet romance growing between our two main characters and I canÃ¢Â€Â™t wait to see

what happens to them in book three! Each character is growing and becoming more important in

their roles; they work extremely well as a team. I also enjoyed the new characters that popped up

and felt they played a role in the development of TrattoraÃ¢Â€Â™s overall character and decision

making. She never leaves a soul behind.Near the last half of the book The Four finally make it to

Mhakerta and infiltrate the core of Preeminence. What happens next is the battle to sabotage the

artificial intelligence and bring the people back into power.The ending was so suspenseful!! I

canÃ¢Â€Â™t wait to see what awaits these teens as they go back into space to save

TrattoraÃ¢Â€Â™s clan and find out what happened with AymaÃ¢Â€Â™s father.Girl of Stone is an

action packed, sci-fi, dystopian adventure, great for young adults and adults alike! It is a fast read

and I would highly recommend this series to everyone I meet.Final Rating: 5 Stars

Picking up after the end of book 1, Trattora and her friends are heading towards their birth planet.

Things don't go as easily as they plan, but these kids are so amazingly strong. Together they can

face anything and over come any thing in their way. There was so much about this book that I

enjoyed. Trattora, Velken, Ayma and Phin are know as The Four on Mhakerta and they plan to free

not only their parents but the whole planet. I liked the twist at the end, and can't wait to read the next

book!!

What happens when Skynet meets a people that seem part Firefly part Star Trek? The Expulsion

project.What happens when people are viewed as only the sum of their (body) parts? The Expulsion

Project.A highly enjoyable read that takes off immediately from where the first one ended. As such, I

would STRONGLY recommend reading the first novel in the series prior to embarking on this one,



because concepts, groups, and people introduced in the first come back in a big way during the

second. I believe it would still be highly enjoyable alone, but there are entire layers of nuance that

wouldn't make sense without that background Nonetheless, a masterful combination of suspense

and sci-fi, with just a hint of romance thrown in.I read an ARC copy of this book, but that does not in

any way effect my opinion. If I didn't enjoy it, I wouldn't have finished it and my review would have

reflected that fact.

It is refreshing to find a science fiction writer who can spin a tale that I can't wait to read but hate to

see end. All without the heroine constantly being in her lover's bed and someone cursing every few

sentences. Norma makes me think of one of my favorite authors Andre Norton who could also keep

me totally immersed in the story. I can't wait for the next book in the Expulsion Project series.

Please make it soon Norma!

Good but not as good as the first book which was much more original and organic. This one was

kinda rehashed story in other books. However, it was still entertaining read.

An exciting search by the four(read to find our meaning). An exciting story with strong characters

and a storyline that you cannot put death.

This book was as well put together as the first book.It was an enjoyable read,would recommend it to

everyone. Waiting for the 3rd book.

A fast paced story with a strong female hero, with a big heart. Science fiction at it's best!Thank you

Norma!
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